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Summary

Healthcare documentation in the Czech Republic usually has the form of a free text formatted just using spaces, tabs and line breaks. Extracting information from such a documentation is a challenge that if fulfilled would allow to use Czech medical reports by physicians with no knowledge of the Czech language as well as information transfer to a structured form. It is possible to approach this task as a task of finite-state machine, as a task of the linguistic analysis or as a task of statistics. This article summarizes our findings gained using finite-state machines and using commonly used code lists. Excerpts from real medical reports are translated into English in a way that demonstrates the same or similar problems as in the Czech language. Original Czech excerpts are available in the Czech version of this article.
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1. Czech Healthcare Documentation and Medical Reports

Czech healthcare documentation is usually in the form of a free text. The content of healthcare documentation is regulated by a Ministry of Health ordinance. Legal aspects of healthcare documentation are clarified by e.g. JUDr. MUDr. Roman Žďárek, PhD. in [1]. In the year 2001 the law No. 260/2001 Sb. amending law No. 20/1966 Sb, "on public healthcare", added new paragraphs 67a to 67d regulating healthcare documentation and the National Healthcare Information System (NHIS). This law explicitly states that keeping healthcare documentation as well as its other treatments is considered as processing of personal data according to the law No. 101/2000 "on personal data protection".

According to the law on public healthcare, § 67b section 4, healthcare documentation contains:
- personal data of a patient in the extent necessary for personal identification and history,
- information on a disease, on case history and results of examination and treatment and on other important conditions associated with the health state of a patient and with healthcare delivery procedures.

According to the law on public healthcare, § 67b section 4, records in healthcare documentation must be conclusive, true and perceivable; it should be continuously updated; it must be dated, the author must be identified and it must be signed by its author. All corrections in healthcare documentation must be done by adding new dated entries. Such entries must contain author identifications and authors' signatures. The original record must remain readable.

Appendix 1 of the ordinance No. 385/2006, "on healthcare documentation", regulates the minimal content of healthcare documentation containing information on the examination and the treatment provided. This part called medical report must contain at least: a) information on patient's health state including results of laboratory and other examinations, b) information on treatment provided and patient response, c) recommendations to further healthcare delivery.

Czech medical reports usually bear the form of an unstructured text. The fact that physicians are organized in a professional organization and share a common education implies that medical reports created by different physicians are organized similarly. Especially the order of medical report segments is very common.

The text is usually formatted just using spaces, tabs and line breaks. No markup is commonly used. New medical reports are either created from scratch (starting with an empty text file), from a template (including automatically generated content including patient identification, health insurance agency, physician's name and today's date) or by copying and modifying the last created patient's medical report.

The cost of time spent creating the medical reports usually significantly reduced in cases when reports are created using templates and/or modifying older reports. Therefore creating reports from scratch is not very common. Using old medical reports as templates bears the risk of leaving no longer valid information in the new report. Such problems connected with copying and updating an old report content have been observed also in other countries as described in details e.g. in [2].

Another specificity of Czech medical reports is occasionally inserted a content copied from another sources. Such a content usually originates from a machine of a cooperating unit (e.g. biochemical laboratory). Such an inserted content is sometimes formatted in the form of textual-documentation containing information on the examination and the treatment provided. This part called medical report must contain at least: a) information on patient's health state including results of laboratory and other examinations, b) information on treatment provided and patient response, c) recommendations to further healthcare delivery.

Czech medical reports contain large number of typing errors, acronyms and abbreviated words, see e.g. [3]. Used abbreviations usually have a different meaning in different contexts. Punctuation and spacing is also often wrong.
In our study we tried to find out the costs of this initial study compared to positively-screened tests and simulate the costs in the current situation when the screening is not paid by the insurance companies. We also simulated the costs in the situation when the screening could contain only the TSH or only the TPOAb serum tests.

2. Methods
During the 11-13 week of pregnancy, pregnant women were tested for TSH and TPOAb. If the laboratory reported positive results, women were recommended to visit the endocrinologist who eventually started the treatment. Current costs in the insurance system for testing of these three results in the standard test cost 518 CZK (TSH 140 CZK; TPOAb 378 CZK). Since there it is not a standardized method for TSH and TPOAb, each laboratory has developed its own test methods and ranges. In our study we used normal levels used in each laboratory. Orientation normal levels for TSH are 0.1-3.7 mIU/l and for TPOAb≤34 IU/ml. From the study all the patients positively screened due to the suppression TSH were removed to exclude healthy women with physiologic TSH suppression in the first trimester of pregnancy. Therefore we analyzed only the patients with elevated TSH (>3.7 mIU/l). We calculated the summary cost for the initial screening and according to the number of positive results of tested parameters we specified the cost of one positive diagnosis.

3. Results
The costs for TSH and TPOAb screening was 2 431 (91.70 %) TPOAb negative women have from this 192 (7.9 %) TSH positive screening results. It means that TPOAb-only screening may lead to miss 77 patients with TSH positive results.

4. Discussion
From the results we have found out that both TSH and TPOAb screening tests are not substitutable and they have to be screened together although the costs for the TSH screening is 2.7 times most cost-effective than TPOAb screening. Screening of one of the above parameters could mean lost of 77 positive women.

Additionally, screening of these two parameters is important due to fact that positive results of each parameter mean for the mother and child a different risk: Positive TSH can cause improper development of child's brain during the pregnancy and positive TPOAb results can cause the post partum thyroid disease.
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